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Paul Wittgenstein (1887-1961) made significant contributions to the piano

literature for the left hand through numerous commissioned works as well as his own

transcriptions. In the transcriptions, Wittgenstein preserved the texture of two-hand

music, aiming for the simulation of the original works. This requires special techniques in

the performance by the left hand alone. This dissertation investigates technical means and

performance problems associated with the transcriptions as well as Wittgenstein's own

recordings of selections from his works.

Chapter 1 serves as an introduction, providing a historical overview of the role of

the left hand in two-hand piano literature.

Chapter 2 gives biographical information on Paul Wittgenstein and discusses the

commissioned works.

Chapter 3 investigates special techniques in the transcriptions, in the areas of

arpeggios, widespread chords, fingering, pedaling, and others.

Chapter 4 discusses Wittgenstein's performance style based on his recordings.

Chapter 5 presents a conclusion pointing to the benefits of performing left-hand

music in two-hand piano playing.
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CHAPTER 1

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Introductory Remarks

The music for the left hand alone occupies a unique place in piano literature. The

phenomenon of writing left-hand works dates back over two centuries1 , but it came into

its own as a fully independent medium of artistic endeavor in the early twentieth century

owing to the work of Leopold Godowsky and the unusual career of the one-handed

Austrian pianist, Paul Wittgenstein, whose works are the topic of this dissertation.

Since using both hands has obviously been the norm in keyboard music, inherent

in the nature of the instrument, the right hand has been strongly favored to play melodies

as well as carry most of the burden of the difficult and intricate passages. And yet, the

development of left-hand skills was sought concurrently, as the demands placed on the

performers' left hands were changing and, roughly at the end of the eighteenth century,

began to increase dramatically. A brief and very selective overview of the changing role

of the left hand in piano music will provide a general historical perspective on this issue.

Development of the Left Hand in Two-Hand Piano Literature

In the Baroque period the importance of a left-hand technique was essential in

playing polyphonic textures. Keyboard musicians expected to possess mastery of

C.P.E. Bach's Kiavierstack in A (W 117/1) was written before 1770.

I
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contrapuntal keyboard technique; method books of the period were designed to train both

hands. As in J.S. Bach's music, constant employment of both hands in various positions,

rhythms, and figurations required great independence of hands and control of individual

fingers. In fugue playing, for example, the left hand performs a musical and technical role

equal to that of the right hand. With modem pianos, even greater control is necessary to

achieve clarity of voice leading in often very closely interwoven contrapuntal writing.

The representative role of the left hand in the Classical period is frequently

confined to the Alberti bass in all its varieties, chordal accompaniment or cello-like bass

lines. For homophonic texture of this time, they were effective means of supporting the

melodic line. It is generally true that in the keyboard music of Haydn and Mozart

contrapuntal passages are infrequent and "virtuosity" is limited mostly to the right hand.

The later works of Haydn and Mozart show increasing complexity in the left-hand part,

but it was Beethoven's piano writing that brought new and highly increased challenges to

the left-hand technique. His early works tend to resemble those of Haydn and Mozart,

although they often call for much faster tempi and generally show much more extensive

use of demanding pianistic devices. Even though the Alberti bass, in some form, is

present in Beethoven's middle- and, occasionally, in his late-period works, the left hand

in his keyboard music requires a dramatically greater degree of rhythmic and melodic

independence, quasi-orchestral ability to differentiate colors in multi-layer textures (seen

even in early works, often in slow movements), and increased dexterity as well as overall

technical prowess.

The significant improvements made in piano-building led pianists and composers
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of the Romantic period to develop a variety of effects including highly increased

virtuosity. One of the typical textures, as seen in the works of Field, Chopin,

Mendelssohn and Thalberg, among others, was a combination of cantilena melodic line

with a harmonic accompaniment. This setting received an innumerable variety of

imaginative treatments.2

Chopin, whose works had strong impact on his contemporaries, and beyond,

developed and greatly transformed this quintessential romantic texture prevalent in the

first half of the nineteenth century, through a significant increase in the span of the

individual figures; the enlargement of the area covered by the accompaniments; the

modification of the accompaniment figures through a variety of distances between the

component notes and the introduction of changing, passing and leading notes.3 In many

works, particularly from the middle period on, Chopin provided such considerable

independence and melodic activity for the left hand, that a simple description of melodic

line and accompaniment is often insufficient. The accompaniment grows into a

countermelody as seen in Nocturne in E-flat major, op. 55, no. 2 (Ex. 1). The left-hand

parts of works such as Etude op. 25, no. 7, in C-sharp minor, goes even further: the main

melody is in the left hand while it is the right hand that now furnishes the countermelody

(Ex. 2).

2 S. Thalberg (1812-1871), is credited with introducing a "novelty" of three-hand effect: the
melody in the middle range is played with alternating hands (often first and second fingers of each hand),
while other fingers of both hands provide florid figuration both below and above the melodic line.

3 Zofia Chechlinska, "The Nocturnes and Studies: Selected Problems of Piano Texture," in Chopin
Studies, ed. Jim Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 145, 159.
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Example 1. Chopin, Nocturne op. 55, no. 2, mm. 1-3

L onto suto -
t L

)------- ---
t. ' I I* *2 * p.

*2: ' 2,
"1 1

Example 2. Chopin, Etude op. 25, no. 7, mm. 1-2

Otslft $ .

The technical demands imposed on pianists in the music of Franz Liszt frequently

approached the limits of the possible. The level of difficulty and pianistic complexities

found in Liszt's oeuvre has seldom, if ever, been surpassed since. Highly sophisticated

brilliant and orchestral effects required the left hand to perform with an unusual degree of

suppleness and agility.4 The "cello style" left-hand melodies are found in several of

Liszt's works, including "Vallee d'Obermann" in Annies de Pelerinage I (Ex. 3); the

middle range melodies are frequently found in transcriptions (on Mendelssohn's Wings of

Song, Schubert's Ave Maria), also Liebestraum no. 3. In the second version of

4 Camille Saint-Satns, "Liszt, the Pianist," Musical Times 62 (September 1921), 623.

*

-- ----------
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Transcendental Etudes (12 Grandes Etudes), the twelve measures long opening section of

the Etude in G minor, no. 6 (later, Vision) is given to the left hand 5(Ex. 4a); a portion of

another G minor etude, the Paganini Etude, no. 1, can also be performed by the left hand

alone (Ex. 4b).

Example 3. Liszt, Annies de Pelerinage I, "Vallee d'Obermann", mm. 1-4

Lento as*

Example 4a. Liszt, 12 Grandes Etudes, no. 6, mm. 1-2

Largo pMaticoe.di. mikt Rand pa siart
1*42* dfliW Iacvt

vpgM at ltR

" ------ -

m.na.r..c....

5 Liszt writes in the score: "right hand tacet."
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Example 4b. Liszt, Paganini Etude, no. 1, m. 6

Ettde.
Non troppo Lento.

A complexity of texture due to an independent rhythmic movement necessitates

great care and control of the left hand in the performance of Schumann's piano music. He

often employed contrapuntal texture in the manner of Bach-- no.7 of Kreisleriana, and

Variation no. 7 of Symphonic Etudes, for instance. Dance rhythm, ever present in

Schumann's music, requires quick jumps of the left hand and often the regular rhythm

becomes complicated by the use of cross-rhythm. "Paganini" in Carnaval, op. 9 is

regarded as one the most difficult pieces by Schumann; it utilizes virtuosic technique of

quick and wide jumps as well as independence of hands to play its cross-rhythm.

Brahms was probably the first major composer who clearly demonstrated interest

in, and devoted much attention to left-hand technique throughout his creative life. His

music is often contrapuntal in nature and involves performance problems such as inner

melodies and rhythmic and metric complexities. More specific left-hand writing is

encountered in works that demonstrate Brahms's concern with the development of the

left-hand as a technical equal to the right: 51 Exercises, the Paganini Variations, and Five

Piano Studies contain much of such writing. The Five Piano Studies, transcriptions of

music by other composers, includes Brahms's only work for the left hand alone:
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Chaconne (from the Partita no.2 in D minor for solo violin BWV 1016) by J.S. Bach.

The transcription of Carl Maria von Weber's Rondo (the fourth movement of Sonata no.1

in C major) is the second of the Five Studies. Here Brahms switched the perpetual motion

of the right hand to the left hand (Ex. 5).

Example 5. Weber/ Brahms, Rondo, mm. 1-4

'Presto.

--- -- ---
------ -- -- --- Af

The role of the left hand in the piano literature of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries was no longer limited only to accompaniment as it often was in the

music of simpler textures. Even when the composers did not aim for special treatment of

the left hand, the thicker and more complex musical textures called for the highest level

of technical ability. It was about at this time that the works for the left hand alone drew

considerable attention and began to establish themselves as a separate category of the

piano repertoire.

Piano Literature for the Left Hand prior to Wittgenstein

Most piano works, as well as studies, concentrate on the development of the right

hand technique; extensive training of the left hand has not usually played an important

role in piano studies. Hence, many pianists at some point in their lives discover that their
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left hands are underdeveloped and need special attention. Even studying two-hand music

with difficult left-hand parts does not provide sufficient challenge, as it is not

pianistically equivalent to playing works for the left hand alone. Pianist Raymond

Lewenthal, in the preface to Piano Music for One Hand, a compilation of left hand pieces

encompassing a wide range of difficulty, lists many advantages of studying left hand

works. They include general finger dexterity, control of pedals, knowledge of fingering

combinations, and dynamic independence of fingers in balancing several voices in one

hand.6

Leopold Godowsky, perhaps the most ardent advocate of the importance and

potential of the left hand in piano playing, went even further, stating in the preface to his

Studies on Chopin's Etudes as follows:

In its application to piano playing the left hand has many advantages over the right hand...it is a
fallacy to deem the left hand less adaptable to training than the right hand. The left hand is favored
by nature in having the stronger part of the hand for the upper voice of all double notes and chords
and also by generally having the strongest fingers for the strongest parts of a melody.. .the left
hand.. .has the incontestable advantage if enabling the player to produce with less effort and more
elasticity a fuller and mellower tone, superior in quantity and quality to that of the right hand.7

Paul Wittgenstein also commented on the advantage of having the thumb of the

left hand on top to play the melody. He added "...that leaping--the quick motion from

bass to treble and back--is easier with the left than with the right hand."8

Despite the complete practicality of left-hand music, only a small portion of the

6 Raymond Lewenthal, ed., Piano Music for One Hand: A Collection of Studies, Exercises and

Pieces (New York: G.Schirmer, 1972), iii.

7 Leopold Godowsky, Preface to Studies on Chopin's Etudes, 5 vols. (Berlin: Schlesinger; New

York: G.Schirmer, 1903), vii.

8 Joachim Wechsberg, "His Hand Touched Our Hearts," Coronet, no.8 (1959), 26.
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vast repertoire, numbering almost a thousand9, seems to be universally familiar and

appears on concert programs with some regularity. The following brief survey of the

selected literature for the left hand up to the early twentieth century is designed to show

the context in which Wittgenstein began his career as a left-handed pianist.

The earliest one-hand music known is Kavierstuck in A (Clavierstuck fur die

rechte oder linke Hand allein, A. W117/1) by C.P.E. Bach.10 It was written before 1770

and is designed to be played by either hand. It has a simple single line and an appearance

of the pedagogical work at an intermediate level (Ex. 6).

Example 6. C.P.E. Bach, Kavierstucke, mm. 1-4

Probably the very first work written specifically for the left hand alone is one of

the Studies, op. 12 (no. 9 in G major) composed in 1820 by the German composer and

pianist Ludwig Berger (1777-1839). In 1817, Berger had a stroke that left him unable to

use his right hand to play the piano.

A pianist's or a composer's injury of the right hand has frequently been a primary

impulse for composing left-hand music, as was the case with Berger. However, the

pedagogical purpose of technical development as well as the desire to achieve a

9 Theodor Edel, Piano Music for One Hand (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), vii.

10A brief survey on early pedagogical methods writes: "C.P.E. Bach was particularly concerned
with the ability of the left hand to achieve independence and flexibility," Marienne Uszler et al., eds., The
Well-Tempered Keyboard Teacher (New York: Schirmer Books, 1991), 300.
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heretofore unprecedented level of ability using the left hand has been as essential as the

former. Throughout the nineteenth century many left-hand exercises and 6tudes were

written to cope with the ever more complicated demands of the piano technique.

Some of the earliest left-hand music of the nineteenth century was written by the

Italian composers as Ferdinando Bonamici (1827-1905) and Adolfo Fumagalli (1828-

1856). Bonamici's works for the left hand consist of exercises and 6tudes. The three-

volume collection, containing hundreds of pieces, has been regarded as one of the leading

schools offering a complete course of left-hand training such as those by Berens, Philipp

and Wittgenstein who endeavored to offer a complete course of left-hand training."1

Isidor Philipp considered one of Bonamici's collections, 34 Etudes Melodiques, op. 273

to be remarkable and the most complete set of studies for the left hand alone.'2

Fumagalli was a pianist and composer who created a sensation in Paris in 1855,

when he performed his own transcriptions, Fantasy on Meyerbeer's opera Robert le

Diable for the left hand alone. He wrote five more pieces for the left hand alone, four of

which are transcriptions on tunes of Bellini or Verdi, that are filled with virtuoso

techniques in order to achieve the two-hand texture effect.

Karl Czerny (1791-1857), probably to this day the most famous and prolific

composer of studies and methods, did not neglect to produce a substantial number of

works for the left hand. He wrote several collections devoted to the evelopment of left-

hand skills. Some of those are quite complex in terms of texture and the simultaneous

" Edel, 4.

12 Quoted in Edel, 45.
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interplay of various skills (Ex. 7).

Example 7. Czerny, 2 Etudes, op. 735, no. 2, mm. 27-30

* rw,.kw.g hit

Herman Berens (1826-1880), a Swedish composer and pianist of German origin,

is known today for his collections of piano studies modeled after Czerny. Berens's The

Training of the Left Hand, op. 89, contains various types of techniques in 46 exercises

and 25 studies. His stated aim was to impart velocity, strength and evenness of touch to

the fingers'3 (Ex. 8).

Example 8. Berens, Training of the Left Hand, op. 89, bk. 2, no. 18, mm. 1-3

The prominent French pianist, Charles Alkan (1813-1888), was equipped with

3 Herman Berens, Training of the Left Hand, op.89 (New York Schirmer, 1914), 2.
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remarkable technique: as a composer for piano, he showed interest in exploring many

avenues of the pianistic possibilities. His op. 76, a set of three pieces, has an unusual and

interesting format: no. 1, Fantasie, is for the left hand alone, no. 2, Etude, is for the right

hand alone, and the third, also entitled Etude, is for both hands. A similar format is

employed again in his Etude, op. 35 no. 8, which incorporates solo sections for both the

left and right hand alone.

Franz Liszt (1811-1887), perhaps the greatest pianist of the nineteenth century,

was not particularly interested in composing works for the left hand; although he

produced studies aimed at various technical problems. Sections of the second version of

his Etudes were mentioned earlier, but only one left-hand work by Liszt is known to

exist: Ungarns Gott (Hungary's God), a transcription of one of his songs, written for his

student and friend, the one-armed pianist Count Geza Zichy (1849-1924).14

Probably the most well known left-hand work of the nineteenth century is the

transcription of J.S. Bach's Chaconne by Johannes Brahms (1833-1897). This is

Brahms's only work for the left hand alone. It is a fairly straightforward transposition of

the solo violin piece one octave lower to the tenor register for the piano.15

Prelude and Nocturne, op. 9 (1895) by Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915), were

inspired by an experience of having strained his right hand due to over-practice. He wrote

no other works for the left hand alone; yet, from then on, the left-hand parts of his piano

"Zichy (1849-1924), a Hungarian pianist, launched his career after losing his right arm in a
hunting accident. He is regarded as the first one-armed pianist in history. He was the director of the
National Conservatory of Hungary for 43 years.

15Brahms remains almost entirely faithful to the original with the very few textural additions.
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music began to display a particular richness and complexity, requiring a high degree of

agility and control.

The last decades of the nineteenth century as well as the first half of the twentieth

century boast many names of illustrious virtuoso-pianists, whose art, much of it preserved

on records, is still revered today. Most, if not all, of these pianists composed large

quantities of piano music; some also made a significant impact on the following

generation of musicians through teaching, writing and editing. Camille Saint-Sans

(1835-1921) for several decades enjoyed a reputation as one of the premiere pianists and

organists of the time. His Six Etudes, op. 135 for the left hand, were among works

Maurice Ravel studied in preparation for his own left-hand composition, Piano Concerto

in D major.

Another French pianist and teacher who wrote many technical works for the left

hand was Isidor Philipp (1863-1958). His exercises and etudes provide excellent left-

hand drills. They include Exercices et etudes techniques (1895) where he adapted the

right-hand parts of other composers' music as the materials for the left-hand training, and

two sets of etudes which are transcriptions of music by Bach, Mendelssohn, and

Paganini. 16

One of the most prolific, and perhaps the most significant composers in the history

of left-hand music was Leopold Godowsky (1870-1938). He was universally considered

to be the pianists' pianist and was called "The Apostle of the Left Hand"1 7 ; his

16 Edel, 82.

17 Harold Schonberg, The Great pianists from Mozart to Present (New York: Simon and Schuster,

1963), 317.
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phenomenal mastery of the piano mechanism became a symbol of perfection in his time.

His transcendental technique, as well as his philosophy of piano playing both as an artist

and a pedagogue, is reflected in his 53 Studies on Chopin Etudes. These studies based on

material from Chopin's Etudes, 22 of which are for the left hand alone, have long been

considered by many to be the most difficult piano compositions ever written.18 The

significance of the twenty-two studies in the repertoire of the left hand lies in the fact that

they had opened a new phase in terms of their complexity and originality. Godowsky

himself was quite visionary and his approach was to develop piano techniques of

unprecedented complexities:

Their aim is to develop the mechanical, technical and musical possibilities of pianoforte playing...
The unusual mental and physical demands made upon the performer...must invariably lead to a
much higher proficiency in the command of the instrument, while the composer for the piano will
find a number of suggestions regarding the treatment of the instrument and its musical utterance in
general.' 9

Godowsky incorporated Chopin's original melodic and harmonic material into

intricate contrapuntal textures performed with a single hand (Ex. 9).

18 Schonberg writes: " These are fantastic exercises that push piano technique to heights

undreamed of even by Liszt," Ibid., 322.

19 Godowsky, iii.
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Example 9. Chopin/Godowsky, Etude, op. 10, no. 4, mm. 5-8

Presto.

-7 4&6Quilt

He remarked on his purpose in pursuing extended left-hand techniques and on

two-hand effects:

Widely spread arpeggios, weaving a net of sound about some simple melody, were in many cases
the only means used to attain a superficial effect, while in this particular set of left hand studies it
has been the authors intention to assign to the left hand alone a task commensurate with the
demands made by the modem evolution in the means of musical expression....If it is possible to
assign to the left hand alone the work done usually by both hands simultaneously, what vistas are
opened to future composers, were this attainment to be extended to both. 20

After his Chopin paraphrases, Godowsky wrote fifteen more works for the left

hand, which continued to use complex counterpoints and virtuosic two-hand effects. As a

world-renowned pianist, already with a substantial portfolio of left-hand pieces to his

credit, Godowsky's music must have been of great interest to Paul Wittgenstein.'

20 Ibid., vii.

21 An interview with pianist Abram Chasins presents quite a different story: "Godowsky, at
Wittgenstein's request, sent packages of these studies to Europe to show the diversity of methods by which
two hands could be simulated, and to reveal the remarkable potential of writing for the left hand
alone.. .how fantastically rich and beautiful it could be. Godowsky bitterly told me that those packages
were never even opened; it broke Godowsky's heart," interview by Lawrence Chaikin, The Piano
Quarterly 22 (Spring 1974), 16. This quote, at least in part, might not be completely accurate in view of the



Godowsky wrote the Symphonic Metamorphosis of the Schatz-Waltzer themes from the

Gypsy Baron for Wittgenstein, but at the same time, did not think highly of

Wittgenstein's technique. He wrote to his wife, "It is good music, very likely too good for

Wittgenstein." 22

Godowsky made a triumphant debut in Berlin in 1900 with the Chopin

Paraphrases. Three years later also in Berlin, Bela Bart6k made his debut (December 14,

1903) and the program included a left-hand work, his own Etude. The performances of

left-hand music by master pianists in important recitals exemplify the emergence of the

left-hand repertory as a performance medium in its own right.

The above examination of the literature for the left hand before World War I

shows that the majority of works up to that point consisted of exercises and etudes, much

of it not actually appropriate for performance. This was the reality Paul Wittgenstein had

to face in his determination to become a left-hand pianist.

fact that Wittgenstein performed Godowsky's Chopin Studies, as discussed in the Chapter 2.

22 Quoted in Jeremy Nicholas, Godowsky: The Pianist's Pianist (Northumberland: Appian

Publications and Recordings, 1989), 135.



CHAPTER 2

PAUL WITTGENSTEIN

Biography

The most widely acclaimed left-hand pianist of the first half of the twentieth

century was Paul Wittgenstein (1887-1961). The Wittgenstein family name was

renowned in Austria for extraordinary wealth. Paul's father, Karl Wittgenstein, had made

a great fortune in America and became known as the "Iron King" of Austria. Karl

Wittgenstein was a patron of music and arts; many famous artists and musicians of the

time were frequently invited as guests to the Wittgenstein's, among them were Brahms,

Clara Schumann, Pablo Casals, Bruno Walter, and Gustav Mahler. Karl also collected

fine paintings and owned priceless manuscripts of Bach and Mozart.

Paul Wittgenstein was born into this wealthy and cultured family on November 5,

1887. Though art and music played such an important role in the family's life, the father

never considered music as a suitable profession for his son. Nevertheless, Paul was

allowed to study composition with Josef Labor, and piano with Melvin Br6e; later he

became a pupil of the most famous piano pedagogue of the day, Theodor Leschetitzky.

Paul Wittgenstein made his Viennese debut on December 1, 1913, at the age of 26.

An inscription on a photograph given to him by Leschetitzky recollects his performance

style: "In friendly remembrance of Theodor Leschetitzky to his dear pupil Paul

17
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Wittgenstein, the mighty key smasher. Vienna 26 June, 1913."'

Wittgenstein's personal friend, British conductor Trevor Harvey wrote the

following about him: "By all accounts in his early days he built up an astonishing left-

hand technique, but when I knew him the nervous intensity that he developed led him

often to play insensitively and loudly, and not always with great accuracy." 2 His debut

was successful3 and his concert career seemed promising after he appeared as a soloist

with the Vienna Symphony Verein in 1914.

However, only a few months after his debut, he was conscripted for military

service due to World War I, only to be injured near the Polish frontier with a wound that

necessitated the amputation of his right arm in August of 1914. Despite this incident,

horrendous for an aspiring young pianist, Paul Wittgenstein did not yield to this

unfortunate fate. While still at a Siberian camp as a prisoner of war, he found an old

piano to practice. In December 1915 he was sent back to Vienna and thereafter he

devoted himself with a fierce determination, to becoming a left-handed pianist.

When Wittgenstein returned to the concert stage in 1916, the unique image of an

one-armed pianist, as well as his achievements, were sources of amazement to many

people. Though he seemed to have made a successful transformation to performing with a

single hand, Wittgenstein himself felt discontented with his playing. He withdrew from

Quoted in E. Fred Flindell, "Paul Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist," Music Review 32, no.2

(1971), 111.

2 Trevor Harvey, "Paul Wittgenstein," The Gramophone 39, no.2 (June 1961), 2.

s Ibid., 111-112. Wittgenstein's debut was reviewed: "A young man from Viennese Society.. .must
either be a fanatical enthusiast or a very self-conscious dilettante. Now, Paul Wittgenstein....is neither the
former nor the latter, but more than both of these: a serious artist."
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concertizing in 1918 and became a recluse, dedicating many hours a day to practice. In

addition, he was faced with the arduous task of creating a concert repertoire for himself.4

Several years of research in libraries, museums and second-hand music stores,

yielded very modest results. Brahms's arrangement of Bach's Chaconne,5 6tudes of

Saint-Saens and Reger, Prelude and Nocturne by Scriabin, and a few others were

available. He was fascinated by Godowsky's arrangement of Chopin's Etudes for the left

hand, and played some of them in his concerts.6 He also began to make his own

arrangements of opera excerpts, lieder, chamber works as well as piano works, in the

Romantic tradition of piano transcription, as exemplified by Franz Liszt.

After he finished his search for repertoire in 1921, for over forty years,

Wittgenstein performed in many recitals, chamber concerts, and most of all with

orchestras.7 This long and distinguished international career also included recordings:

some of them made as late as 1959, two years before his death.

While pursuing his performance career, Wittgenstein also began to teach. He was

offered a post at the New Vienna Conservatory in 1931. Letters written by his colleagues

state that Wittgenstein was patient but resolute with his pupils and that his relentless

4 His left-hand repertoire before 1918 was necessarily restricted and prominently featured works by

J. Labor: Concert Piece for piano & orchestra; Sonata in E-flat for piano & violin; and Piano Quartet in C
minor, Flindell, 126.

s Paul Wittgenstein owned the original manuscript of the Chaconne according to the preface in
Johannes Brahms: Complete Transcriptions, Cadenzas and Exercises for Solo Piano, ed. Eusebius

Mandyczewski (New York: Dover Publications, 1971), vii.

6 See footnote no. 21, Chapter 1.

a Flindell, 115-116. A list of orchestral appearances collected by Flindell and inserted in his article

in the Music Review shows that Wittgenstein performed with world's major orchestras and with many

renowned conductors, including Bernstein, Furtwangler, Ormandy, and Walter.
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striving for artistic perfection was inspiring to the students.8 He left Vienna before the

Nazi takeover in 1938 and settled in New York, where he became a professor of piano at

the Manhattanville College of the Sacred Heart (1940-1945) and taught privately until

1960.

His three-volume School for the Left Hand, published in 1957, is a surhmary of

Wittgenstein's experience as a left-hand pianist as well as a teacher, and reflects his

desire to provide a complete method and contribute to the body of piano literature for the

left hand. The existence of this work is not very well known, and Wittgenstein himself is

chiefly remembered as a dedicatee of Ravel's Concerto in D and other works written for

him. It is undeniable that Wittgenstein performed an immense service to the piano

repertoire by commissioning works from numerous leading composers of the early

decades of the twentieth century.

Commissioned Works

When Wittgenstein returned from the prisoner of war camp in 1915, determined to

pursue a performing career as a one-handed pianist, the dearth of repertoire for someone

in this unique circumstance was a serious obstacle. The search for existing compositions

and the creation of his own transcriptions was one solution; to commission original works

from the leading composers of his day was another. Wittgenstein's considerable wealth

enabled him to finance a series of commissions from Ravel, Strauss, Prokofiev,

Hindemith, and Britten, among others. Solo works were also written for Wittgenstein by

8 For more detailed description of Wittgenstein as a teacher, see Flindell, 118.
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his Viennese colleagues like Rudolf Braun, Walter Bricht, and Franz Schmidt. Leopold

Godowsky also wrote works for Wittgenstein, yet a majority of the commissioned works

were concertos and chamber works, in which the pianist's single hand was complemented

by the fuller texture and harmony of an orchestra or an ensemble. This suggests that

Wittgenstein may have thought he would have a greater chance of success as a performer

in such mediums than he would in a solo repertoire. Table 1 shows a list of works written

for him.

Wittgenstein was, as he once stated, the pianist for whom the greatest number of

special compositions had been written.9 He paid the composers well; in return he

expected serious consideration when he was dissatisfied with the submitted works. He

took liberties with the music he played by making modifications to suit his taste and

ideas. He justified, for example, various additions in Brahms's transcription of Bach's

Chaconne: "I have taken the liberty to make rather extensive changes in this piece, of

course not in the contents but only in the piano arrangement...the piece itself was taken

from a violin composition, and with such conversion from one instrument to another a

certain latitude is permitted or even advisable." 10 As evidenced by the recording,

Wittgenstein harmonized some single voices, added notes for thicker texture, and

extended the register range for an added pianistic effect.

As with the performance philosophy, the clash of the old with the new was very

much an issue in the music composed at the time. Even though composers like Brahms,

9 Ibid., 115-116.

10Paul Wittgenstein, Preface to School for the Left Hand (Vienna: Universal, 1957).
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TABLE 1

LIST OF LEFT-HAND WORKS WRI[TTEN FOR PAUL WITTGENSTEIN

Composer Solo Works Concerto Chamber Music
Bortkiewicz, Sergei Concerto no. 2, op.
(1877-1952) 28 (1930)
Braun, Rudolf 3 Klavierstucke Concerto in A minor
(1869-1925) (1928): Scherzo; (1927)

Perpetuum mobile;
Serenata

Bricht, Walter Fantasy on motives Variations on a Folk
(1904-1970) from Gounod's Song for piano,

Faust; Fantasy on flute, and cello
Themes of Die (1942)
Feldermaus; Lied
ohne Worte;
Albumblatt;
Perpetuum mobile

Britten, Benjamin Diversions, op. 21
(1913-1976) (1940; revised 1954)
Godowsky, Leopold Symphonic
(1870-1938) Metamorphosis of

the Schatz-Waltzer
Themes from The
Gypsy Baron by
Johann Strauss

Hindemith, Paul Klaviermusik, op. 29
(1895-1963) (1923)
Korngold, Erich Concerto in C-sharp Piano Quintet in E
(1897-1957) major, op. 17 (1923) major, op. 15

(1924); Suite for 2
violins, cello, and
piano, op. 23 (1930)

Labor, Joseph
(1842-1924)

Concert Piece in the
Form of Variations

(1916); Concert
Piece in B minor;
Concert Piece in F
minor (1936)

Quartet no. 2 in C
minor, op. 6; Sonata
in G for piano and
violin; Divertimento

for piano flute,
oboe, and viola; Trio
for piano, clarinet,
and viola;
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TABLE 1-Continued.

Composer Solo Works Concerto Chamber Music
Labor, Joseph Piano Quintet in D

major, op. 11; Piano
Quintet in E minor

Prokofieff, Sergei Concerto no. 4 in B-
(1891-1953) flat major, op.53

(1931)

Ravel, Maurice Concerto in D major
(1875-1937) (1937)
Strauss, Richard Parergon zur
(1864-1949) Symphonia

Domestica, op. 73;
Panathenaenzug,
op. 74

Schmidt, Franz Toccata in D minor Concertante Quintet in G major
(1874-1939) Variations on a for 2 violins, viola,

Theme by Beethoven cello, and piano;
(1923); Concerto in Quintet in B-flat
E-flat major (1934) major for clarinet,

violin, viola, cello,
and piano; Quintet
in A major for
clarinet, violin,
viola, cello, and
piano.

Tansman, Alexander Concert Piece
(1897-1986) (1943)
Walker, Ernest Prelude, op. 61 Variations on an
(1870-1949) (1935) Original Theme for

piano, clarinet, and
string trio (1933)

Grieg, and Liszt, were not so far removed in time from being contemporaries to Paul

Wittgenstein, the revolutionary modem music of the early twentieth century was well in

place by the end of World War I. Much of it did not resonate with the musicians nor with

the audiences alike; some slowly gained acceptance. Wittgenstein was very conservative
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in his musical preference. He admitted that his taste and understanding of music was

limited and did not go further than the period of Brahms." The concerto that Wittgenstein

commissioned from Hindemith did not please him at all. Hindemith, anxious about

rejection from the pianist, wrote him, "I should be really sorry if the piece should fail to

please you--it may perhaps sound to you rather unusual to start with...." 2 After

Wittgenstein expressed his dissatisfaction to Hindemith, another letter arrived from the

composer: " I hope that, on looking through the score, your alarm will subside. It is a

simple, completely unproblematic piece, and I am sure that in time it will give you

pleasure (to start with you may be a little horrified, but never mind that)."'3 Wittgenstein

never played the piece, nor did he return the manuscript, and the concerto remains

unknown today.

A similar situation occurred in relation to Prokofiev's Concerto no. 4. Prokofiev

sent a letter to persuade the pianist, "You are a musician of the nineteenth century, I am of

the twentieth. I have tried to compose as simply as possible; for your part, don't judge the

piano part too hastily, if certain moments seem to be indigestible at first, don't press

yourself to pronounce judgement, but wait a while."'4 Wittgenstein returned the

manuscript to Prokofiev with a letter saying, "Thank you for the concerto, but I don't

"tQuoted in Robert Pelton "The Indomitable Paul Wittgenstein," Contemporary Keyboard 3
(August 1977), 32.

12 Geoffrey Skelton, ed. and trans., Selected Letters of Paul Hindemith (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1995).

3 Ibid.

14 Quoted in Flindell, 120.
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understand a note of it, and I shall not play it." 15

Problems with accepting the new sounds and ideas outside of the nineteenth-

century tradition also arose in the case of Ravel's Concerto in D major. When

Wittgenstein heard the concerto performed by the composer (using two hands), he reacted

negatively to its jazz idioms and improvisational long unaccompanied piano entrance at

the beginning. He complained, " If I wanted to play without the orchestra, I wouldn't

have commissioned a concerto!" 16 After months of studying the work, Wittgenstein grew

more enthusiastic about the piece, and performed it for the first time in 1931. However,

he caused a dispute with Ravel a few months later because he made some changes to the

original composition. On January 30, 1932, in Vienna, Wittgenstein organized a dinner

party honoring Ravel and pianist Marguerite Long. He performed the concerto before the

composer, accompanied by a second piano. During the performance, Ravel realized that

Wittgenstein had changed two pages in the middle of his composition; he had taken the

theme from the orchestra and given it to the piano for more dramatic effect.'7 Ravel was

furious and later sent a letter to Wittgenstein asking for a formal commitment to play his

work strictly as written. But, Wittgenstein refused to comply. In the letter dated March

17, 1932, he wrote:

All pianists make modifications, large or small, in each concerto we play.. .You write indignantly
and ironically that I want to be "put in the spotlight." But.. .that is precisely the special reason I
asked you to write a concerto! ...I therefore have the right to request the necessary modifications

15 Quoted in Pelton, 32.

16 Ibid., 35.

" Ibid.
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for this objective to be attained....

Eventually differences were worked out by Wittgenstein's ultimate acceptance of Ravel's

orchestration.

Wittgenstein also demanded from Richard Strauss a more prominent piano part in

Parergon zur Sinfonia Domestica (1924). He made various additions and alterations in

the score with Strauss's approval and recorded this version in 1959. In the second work

Strauss wrote for Wittgenstein, Panathenaenzug for piano and orchestra, the composer of

his own accord assigned the piano a more significant part which allowed greater

opportunities for virtuoso display.19

Britten's Diversions on a Theme, op. 21 for left hand and orchestra (1940), was no

exception to the pianist's practice of alteration. Britten's own view of the work is stated

in the prefatory note in the published score: "I was attracted from the start by the

problems involved in writing a work for this particular medium...In no place in the work

did I attempt to imitate a two-handed piano technique, but concentrated on exploiting and

emphasizing the single line approach...." 20

However, this opinion was the opposite of Wittgenstein's preference for thicker

and brilliant textures in the piano part. Consequently, Britten was irritated by the liberties

that Wittgenstein took in his performance.21

8Arbie Orenstein, comp. and ed., A Ravel Reader: Correspondence: Articles: Interviews (New
York: Colombia University Press, 1990), 594.

19lbid., 121.

20Quoted in Flindell, 123.

21Harvey, 2.
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Wittgenstein believed in active participation in the completion of the works he

commissioned, and such participation involved adding and removing parts to enhance the

effect of the soloist's performance. This practice can be evidenced through Wittgenstein's

recordings22; the scores of the commissioned works retain their original forms today.

Wittgenstein's strong convictions regarding liberal approach to the score, as well

as his musical taste, did not change much over time. He did not fully appreciate Ravel's

Concerto as he admitted, "My conviction is: the concerti written for me by Labor,

Schmidt, and Richard Strauss (as different as they are from one another) are musically

worth more, stand on a higher plane and hence in the end are more durable than Ravel's

Concerto."23 Ironically, it is the Ravel Concerto that became a part of a select group of

the most popular and frequently performed piano concertos and thus forever linked

Wittgenstein's name with one of the masterpieces of the musical literature.

As Trevor Harvey wrote in his article of reminiscence:

As a personal friend Paul Wittgenstein will never be forgotten while those who knew him are alive;
but long after friends are no more, music lovers will have reason to remember him with gratitude
for the music he caused to be written.24

22 Three recordings are available through libraries or as reissues: they include one Strauss's
Parergon and two Ravel's Concerto in D. For complete listing of Wittgenstein's recordings, see Table 3 in
Chapter 4.

23'Quoted in Flindell, 123.

24 Harvey, 2.



CHAPTER 3

KEYBOARD TECHNIQUES IN PAUL WITTGENSTEIN'S

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Wittgenstein's School for the Left Hand

Wittgenstein's long experience as a one-armed concert pianist as well as a teacher

are resulted in his School for the Left Hand (Schule fir die linke Hand)(Vienna:

Universal, currently out of print). The three-volume collection was published in 1957,

almost at the end of his career, but he had worked on the project for decades. He wrote in

the preface of the School for the Left Hand: "These volumes contain a selection of

exercises, 6tudes and arrangements of which I have kept a record during my career as an

one-armed pianist."

This substantial collection consists of three parts: exercises, etudes, and

transcriptions. Many unusual technical skills are encountered here, that cannot be

acquired merely by learning two-hand works with difficult left hand parts, for instance

Chopin's Etude, op. 10, no. 12 (so called "Revolutionary"). Wittgenstein was more an

arranger and compiler than a composer, except in his volume 1: Exercises. The 190

pieces in the exercise book explore specific problems of finger technique (8), double

notes (43), trill (74), polyphonic playing (63), and others (2). Some of the exercises

contain a number of variants of certain patterns (Ex. 10). The trill exercise no. 10 has

fifteen variants (Ex. 11).

28
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Example 10. Wittgenstein, Finger Exercise, no. 5-1

Ele cr . g nen UZ.L:'.:Fy u

Example 11 Wittgenstein Trill Exercise, no. 1Oa (left), 15 =(right)

i 4I1 is

The finger technique consists of scale, stretch, and broken chord exercises.

Wittgestein used "block f riing" (the successive use of 5-4-3-2-1 finger grouping) for

the scale exercises. This fingering is used in all keys, quite unlike regular scale fingering

where the thumb avoids playing a black key.' Wittgenstein has also found the

Chopinesque crossing of the longer fingers over the shorter ones applicable in the scale-

based passages and exercises. In Example 12, he used a 5-4-3 fingering pattern, where

This type of fingering has made infrequent appearances in the piano literature in scale passages
requiring great velocity, early on in the first Poco piu mosso section of Prokofiev Piano Concerto no. 1, and
before Jota aragonesa section in Sauer's edition of Liszt's Spanish Rhapsody, for example.
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normally a 1-2-3 pattern would be chosen for the fingering in this situation.

The stretch exercises aim for drills in finger crossing of 1-5 and 1-4, quick hand

contraction of 1-5, and stretch of ninth (see Ex. 10).

The exercises in the double notes and trills contain in polyphonic element

themselves, or in other words, they are fundamentals of the exercises in polyphonic

playing (Ex. 13). Some of the double note exercises also include other technical drills

such as hand stretch and rolling of widespread chords (Ex. 14).

Example 12. Wittgenstein, Finger Exercise, no. 7

Example 13. Wittgenstein, Polyphonic Exercise, no. 1 a

4 ' : tram
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Example 14. Wittgenstein, Double Note Exercise, no. 12b

4F'1

In trill exercise, Wittgenstein inserted a section on double note trills with unusual

but practical fingering (Ex. 15). These types of trills appear in some of his transcriptions,

but ironically he did not finger the way as shown in the example. His trill exercises are

quite remarkable in their variety and usefulness. Wittgenstein systematized the trills in

various rhythmic combinations, such as two against three (Ex. 16a), and three against five

(Ex. 16b), and in multi-layered texture, up to four voices (see Trill Exercise no.1 o of Ex.

11).

Example 15. Wittgenstein, Trill Exercise, no. 2

S2

r .rw~
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Example 16a. Wittgenstein, Trill Exercise, no. 4b

Example 16b. Wittgenstein, Trill Exercise, no. 19b

-1 A r i-t -

Like Godowsky's preparatory exercises for his Chopin Studies aimed at

developing a general technical mastery of the piano, and not just for specific applications

in the works they precede,2 Wittgenstein's exercises carry a similar purpose. Only a small

portion of his exercises, such as a few trill patterns, polyphonic playing, and some double

note drills, are directly related to the techniques encountered in the transcription book.

Volume 2: Etudes, consists of excerpts and arrangements from the works of

Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, and others. Most of these excerpts are in their original form,

with only the fingering indicating performance by left hand alone.3 Unlike Godowsky's

2 Godowsky, iii.

3 Excerpts from Beethoven Sonatas op.10, no.3 and op.57 are strictly in their original form.
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paraphrases on Chopin Etude op. 10, no. 12, Wittgenstein's two versions on the same

piece are without top melody, one is for octave, and the other is for double-note technique

(Ex. 17a and 17b). Wittgenstein also rewrote Chopin's Etude op. 25, no. 11 in double

notes, without the lower part melody.

A vocal piece by Brahms (Ex. 18) and a violin sonata by Bach are included in this

volume, representing the idea of a one-hand pianist as an accompanist. Wittgenstein

writes: "There are a number of songs which could be accompanied with the left hand

alone; I just want to draw attention to Schubert's Ave Maria and Mendelssohn's On

Wings of Song"4

Example 17a. Chopin/Wittgenstein, Etude, op. 10, no. 12

Alegro con fuoco

simit V

Example 1 7b. ChopinlWittgenstein, Etude, 01. 10, no. 12

4"Wittgenstein, preface.
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Example 18. Brahms/ Wittgenstein, Etude, To a Nightingale, mm. 1-4

Zicudich langnm
Rather Stowl

voiCE

PIANO

Peter forth no mom ty! hr n gsongawo

The Etude book is more challenging and practical than the Exercise book since it

deals with techniques implicit in actual works. We encounter here a great variety of

techniques, such as arpeggio, double notes, finger crossing, leap, octave, and voicing in

polyphonic texture in realistic contexts.

He defended the approach of using excerpts from the literature as etudes:

The passage taken out of classical compositions that are contained in Vol.2 are only a small
fraction of those, which could be used for that purpose. Should anyone object to my picking single
sections out of masterpieces, I would say that the masterpieces themselves do not suffer by it, and
on the other hand the pupil gains by practicing a few bars out of a classical work rather than dull
studies.?

Volume 3 contains 27 transcriptions and includes the works that Wittgenstein

preformed in concerts and recorded. Wittgenstein must have intended the publication of

another volume of School for the Left Hand, which would contain original compositions

for the left hand, with his own fingering and pedal indications. This fourth volume,

however, never surfaced.6

Ibid.

6Ibid.
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The 27 pieces contain transcriptions from the variety of musical setting: keyboard

works; chamber works; orchestral and choral works; and double transcriptions

(Wittgenstein made his own transcriptions of transcriptions, for example, Wagner-Liszt's

Isolde's Lovedeath from Tristan and Isolde). They also can be classified as pieces

adequate or inadequate as left-hand arrangements. Most of the transcriptions are effective

for left-hand performances, but the transcriptions of the chamber works reveal many

problematic aspects, such as too many unavoidable breaks in sound, and polyphonic

textures which are impossible to perform properly. Content of the transcriptions are listed

by category in Table 2.

Wittgenstein's transcriptions are very literal in comparison to the original

works. 7 In many works textures and accompanying figurations remain practically intact

except in some cases where a rhythmic adjustment of the accompaniment is necessary to

fit the special needs of one-hand music (the sixteenth rests of the lower part in Ex. 19).

Example 19. Mendelssohn/Wittgenstein, Song without Words, op. 67, no. 1, mm. 11-13

7 It was previously mentioned that Wittgenstein had followed the Romantic tradition of piano

transcriptions as exemplified by the greatest transcriber, Liszt. Liszt frequently aimed to remain faithful to

the original; he never failed to recapture the spirit of the original work. His transcriptions of Beethoven's
symphonies, Berlioz's Symphoniefantastique, as well as numerous song transcriptions are only some
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TABLE 2

CONTENT OF WITTGENSTEIN'S TRANSCRIPTIONS CATEGORIZED BY
TYPE ORIGINAL AND EFFECTIVENESS

Type of Original

Keyboard Music

Chamber Music

Orchestral/Choral Music

Double Transcription

Effective for Left-Hand
Performance
Bach: Prelude no. I from
the WTK; Prelude no. 3
from the Small Preludes;
"Gigue" from the B-flat
Partita
Mendelssohn: Song without
Words op. 67, nos. 1 and 3
Schumann: "Little Study"
from Album for the Young;
Bunte Blatter, op. 99, nos. 1
and 7
Henselt: Etude op. 5, no. 11
Grieg: Little Bird; The
Butterfly; Elegy;
Melancholy
Bach: "Sicilienne" from the
E-flat Flute Sonata

Mendelssohn: "Nocturne"
from A Midsummer Night's
Dream
Meyerbeer: "Bathers'
Chorus" from the
Huguenots
Puccini: "Sailor's Chorus"
from Madame Butterfly
Schubert-Liszt: Du bist die
Ruh; Calm Sea
Bach-Gounod: Meditation
Wagner-Liszt: "Isolde's
Love Death" from Tristan
and Isolde
Bach-Brahms: Chaconne

Less Effective for Left-Hand
Performance

Haydn: "Adagio" from the A-
flat Sonata
Schumann: "Melody" from
Album for the Young

Haydn: 2d mvt. From the
Quartet op. 64, no. 5
Mozart: "Adagio" from Wind
Serenade K.375

Wagner: "Quintet" from the
Meistersinger

examples of his literal approach.

mm

. _
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Well into the twentieth century, a transcription was a widely used means for

pianists to demonstrate the idiosyncratic techniques of the performer's own style, and for

Wittgenstein it must have been an ideal medium for displaying his ability to function as a

serious artist despite the physical obstacle. His transcriptions may contain more difficult

technical problems than the works conceived for the left hand from the beginning, but he

might have chosen the literal transcription method to show that one hand could be as

formidable as two.

The pianistic devices employed are not in themselves unique in that they are all

built upon those of the Romantic period. They are notable, however, because they are

used in a context of the left hand alone performing the two-hand texture which is difficult

even for the right hand. Thus the remainder of the chapter focuses on Wittgenstein's

utilization of those technical means and their peculiarities associated with the medium of

left-hand piano performance.

Selected Aspects of Performance Technique in the Transcriptions

Arpeggios and widespread chords

Probably one of the most basic and indispensable skills in performance of the left-

hand music is the chord technique in all its varieties, and widespread chords in particular.

Discounting the matter of the individual hand size, only the pieces whose

accompaniments and melodies where originally written within a narrow range can

effectively be performed with less or no interruption of a musical flow that maybe caused

by frequent breaking of chords (Ex. 20). They might, for practical purpose, sound as if

they were performed by two hands. However, Wittgenstein did not limit himself to the
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transcriptions of only such pieces. In left-hand music, breaking of chords is a rule rather

than exception, and is necessary to perform an accompaniment and a melody separated

by a wide range (Ex. 21).

Example 20. Bach/Wittgenstein, Small Prelude, mm. 1-2

Con m 

Example 21. Wagner/Wittgenstein, "Quintet" from Meistersinger, mm. 34-35

I b.

The performance of arpeggiated figuration has been used in piano literature for a

long time, especially in the Romantic period. It is a versatile and effective musical

device; provides a virtuoso effect; adds brilliance to a piece even as a filler. Wittgenstein

often employed widely arpeggiated chords for coloristic effects, sometimes extending

more than six octaves. In the case of Example 22, the arpeggio covering the entire range

of the keyboard is used with a great effect.
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Example 22. Wagner/Wittgenstein, "Quintet" from the Meistersinger, m. 33

Wittgenstein often extended the range of arpeggio to enhance the virtuoso effect

and to overcome the limitation of being a one-hand pianist. The extended arpeggios seen

in Wagner-Liszt's "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde are good representatives where

accompaniment and melody blend together in one incessant line (Ex. 23 a). Here, the

beginning or the end of the melodic line, and arpeggio accompaniment dovetails.

Example 23a. Wagner/Liszt/Wittgenstein, "Isolde's Love Death (Liebestod)" from
Tristan and Isolde, m. 30

This arpeggio is also employed to replace the tremolo of a two-hand version (Ex.

23b). It is an effective way to satisfy both texture and harmony, and delivers a similar
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brilliance. Wittgenstein adopted broken chords extending more than five octaves to

convey intensity comparable to the original version.

Example 23b. Wagner/Liszt. "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde, m. 30

A it0

. tea.

He frequently added a wide arpeggio at important points of a returning section

(Ex. 24). This overemphasis of the return of the theme increases a pianistic effect but also

changes the stylistic quality of the work. Textural simplicity of the Classic period

acquires Romantic coloring. Even though the transcription itself is very literal, the style

of the whole piece, irrespective of a change in instruments, changes.

Example 24. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, m. 48

Unlike the arpeggio passages where performance techniques are obvious from

Wittgenstein's notation, some widespread chords without specific indications require
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special solutions to their execution, other than standard techniques such as rolling

upward, after or before the beat. An interesting way to perform widespread chords is

suggested by Wittgenstein with an indication of a bracket (Ex. 25). The bass note with the

bracket is to be played as the final note of the chord. Wittgenstein designed this method

to prevent melodic flow from an interruption when a leap is necessary in order to play the

bass note. And he specifically instructed that the accent is on the chord and not on the

bass note.

Example 25. Wittgenstein, From preface to his School for the Left Hand

This effective way to perform a chord of a wide range is also applicable to the

non-indicated chords in a similar situation: when an incessant melodic flow should be

achieved primarily (Ex. 26). For instance, the bass note of the first chord in m. 33 can be

placed after the melody is played. This method may in some cases be used to prevent the

previous note from losing some of its length, which is often unavoidable when the bass

note is to be played before the beat.
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Example 26. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, mm. 32-33.

taft

The breaking of chords from top to bottom can be used in other situations. When

rolled chords are performed in succession, the standard order of rolling from bottom to

top is apt to sound monotonous and musically less effective. Alternating the two ways

provides variety and better continuity in the melody of widespread chords (Ex. 27).

Example 27. Bach/Wittgenstein, Sicilienne, mm. 8-9

AM

Another, a comparatively novel alternative in performance of widespread chords

is to break a chord into groups: two notes plus one note; three plus one; two plus two; and

so forth (Ex. 28).8 This technique maybe applicable in many situations, especially when

bottom two (or three) notes of a chord fit within a hand span. Many widespread chords in

B The blocked notes with brackets are performed first; this is also an essential technique in playing
grace notes.

4

" 

.

cm ru.
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Wittgenstein's transcriptions are not indicated with roll marks and it is up to a performer

to device the best possible.

Example 28. Haydn/Wittgenstein, 2d mvt. from the Quartet op. 64, no. 5, mm. 1-4

Adagio eatabile

However, there also are chords where WVittgenstein specifically indicated

performing styles for a cumulative musical effect. The chords are marked to be partially

rolled. For the climactic point of Wagner-Liszt's Liebestod (Ex. 29a), Wittgenstein

employed this partial rolling method so that a thrust of the upper chord can achieve a

stronger musical effect. A similar pattern is repeated four times, then followed by a

complete rolling of a chord, which is the starting point of a long diminuendo (Ex. 29b).
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Example 29a. Wagner/LisztlWittgenstein, "Liebestod" from Tistan and Isolde, m. 65
4 r-.." .. . wa..wM.w " .. .. ,.«..w a . .w .. :.

~its~fl~_
r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Example 29b. Wagner/Liszt/Wittgenstein, "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde, m. 69

---
f.aoy--- ..r" fhSV.i'vb.WXr riw..'..". ,"~a -.-Mi."w-0

. WfV wM- ' -yyy 1'4

41 1------

Wittgenstein's transcription of Bach-Brahms's Chaconne is another example,

with added doublings, where the partial rolling method brings forth more decisive effect

as in Example 30.

A
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Example 30. Bach/Brahms/Wittgenstein, Chaconne, mm. 126-128

Fingering

The left-hand music presents special challenges in the area of fingering. The use

of effective fingering is essential in all situations, and in the performance of

Wittgenstein's transcriptions, it has a great impact on melody projection, approachability

to widespread chords, legato playing, and the achievement of two-hand texture.

One of the characteristic fingerings in the left-hand music is the successive use of

thumb ina melody (see Ex. 28). In left-hand piano music, the thumb is naturally

positioned to play the upper part which usually is the melody. The thumb is the strongest

finger and its physical attributes allow for much greater independence, mobility, and

flexibility than that of other fingers. However, the thumb is prone to create unwanted

accents of the notes because of its strength as well as the different direction of its natural

movements. Thus the general performance problem in playing melody with thumb is the

control of the strength of each note, especially when a melody is frequently interrupted

by wide leaps.

A similar type of fingering, using a single finger to play consecutive melodic
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notes is found in Example 31: this time, the third finger. The use of the same finger in

succession provides a pianist a greater degree of tone control and expression of the

passage, and imparts special quality to the timing.

Example 31. Haydn/Wittgenstein, 2d mvt. from the Quartet, op. 64, no. 5, m. 82

In certain cases, the projection of melodic line might necessitate a choice of

fingering. In Example 32a, the thumb is placed in the middle of the chord, resulting in a

unusual hand position. However, by playing the chord with the fingering of 5-1-2 as

opposed to the 5-2-1, which would be commonly chosen in this situation, the middle note

if the chord is much more easily brought out. The same technique is also illustrated in

Example 32b.

Example 32a. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, m. 55
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Example 32b. Mendelssohn/Wittgenstein, "Nocturne" from A Midsummer Night's
Dream,m. 76

As in the above examples, some of Wittgenstein's fingerings may feel

uncomfortable, particularly to a small hand. In Example 33, the last eighth in m. 5, the

stretch of 1-2 is sudden and uncomfortable, but it is designed so to hold the tied note B-

flat, which is a melodic note (in addition: marked tenuto). The use of 5-4-3 in the second

measure also exemplifies the attempt to achieve maximum effect of legato playing,

simulating finger legato of the two-hand original version. Some fingerings may prevent

an abrupt and jumpy motion of a hand. Example 34 shows that the fingering of 4-2-4-5

(in place of 4-2-4-2) on the second beat allows for a much better preparation of the grace

note following.

Example 33. HaydnlWittgenstein, "Adagio" from A-flat Sonata, mm. 5-6
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Example 34. Schumann/Wittgenstein, Bunte Blatter, op. 99, no. 7, m. 3

Lewenthal insisted that placing the thumb simultaneously on two adjacent keys

should be avoided for artistic reasons,9 unless the pianist has a small hand whereby this

technique would contribute to playing with ease. His thinking is based on the premise

that such technique detracts from the projection of the upper melody tone unless the

pianist has significant dexterity and experience. Wittgenstein, on the contrary, frequently

employed this fingering, and it was probably not because he had a small hand. In

Example 35, the thumb placement on a minor third seems to have been designed for

finger legato between melody and accompaniment. This, however, particularly the stretch

to bass A-flat marked to be played with the third finger is not easy for a small-handed

pianist, who would have to rely on the pedal for legato instead.

9Lewenthal, vii.
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Example 35. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, m. 62

In Mendelssohn's Song without Words, playing the interval of a second with the

thumb greatly facilitates the performance of the accompaniment figuration (Ex. 36). The

first note, however, is fingered 1-2, allowing for better projection of the top note A.

Example 36. MendelssohnlWittgenstein, Song without Words, op. 67, no. 1, m. 12

Fingering recommended by Wittgenstein cannot always be followed. As in

Example 37, the fingering of the fourth beat is ideal for a pianist with a large hand, able

to execute the chords in one motion with a loose wrist. For a small-handed pianist, it is

easier to play the chords in separate motion.
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Example 37. Henselt/Wittgenstein, Love Song, m. 5

IV I

In chord breaking, Wittgenstein often advised using a 5-3-2-1 pattern chords (as

illustrated in Example 38), rather than either 5-2-3-1 or 5-2-1-2 patterns. He listed a faster

speed and less noticeable breaking of the chord as the main reasons for this fingering.

This is undoubtedly true and this particular approach adds another variety to the

technique of chord breaking; however, the issue of hand size comes into play again as it

does in chords marked with all five fingers consecutively. In Mendelssohn's Nocturne

(Ex. 39a), Wittgenstein numbered 5-4-3-2-1 in succession for the five-note chord,

requiring the pianist to span an octave with 1-3. It may be difficult even for a fair-sized

hand to execute such a chord with Wittgenstein's fingering, and a "proper turn of the

wrist" is insufficient. In the Example 39b (m. 30 of the same chord) with an added E on

top, alternative fingerings are suggested for a small-handed pianist: from 5-4-3-2-1-2 to

5-4-2-1-3-1.
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Example 38. Wittgenstein, From preface to his School for the Left Hand.

Example 39a. Mendelssohn/Wittgenstein, "Nocturne" from A Midsummer Night's
Dream, mm. 1-4 (left); 39b, m. 30 (right)

ilow
*.: ~ ~ J-

:: :>

Probably one of the most unusual fingerings found in Wittgenstein's

transcriptions is that of trills. In most of the trills of upper melodic line, the first two

notes--one main note and one auxiliary note--begin with a successive use of thumb. This

is especially true when the first note of the trill (main note) is placed on a black key (see

Ex. 33). A standard fingering choice for the first note in this situation is the second finger

instead of Wittgenstein's thumb. In Haydn's Adagio, mm. 9-19, where trilled passages

continue for eleven measures, Wittgenstein employed this finger pattern for all the main

notes on black keys (as the first D-flat trill in m. 15 of Ex. 40), except a few places where

trilled notes are on inner voice (Ex. 40).

<A
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Example 40. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from A-flat Sonata, mm. 14-16.

Wittgenstein's placing of the thumb on the first main note of a trill does not

change the basic fingering of alternation between 1 and 2. However, there must be some

reasons for the consistency in his fingering of trills. A possible explanation is that the

thumb on the first note of a trill stresses on the main note and creates slight delay

between the main and the auxiliary notes. This results in slight rubato at the beginning of

the trill, which also conforms to a common performance practice of a trill. Another

observation is that it facilitates the finger approach from a preceding chord or a note. As

illustrated in Example 33, when the trill is played after the accompaniment chord E-flat-

C, the fingering from 2 to 1 feels more secure and easier than the fingering from 2 to 2. In

Example 41, the variants suggested by Wittgenstein illustrate that execution of the trills

becomes easier by initiating the trills with thumb slightly after the beat.
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Example 41. MendelssohnlWittgenstein, "Nocturne" from A Midsummer Nights' Dream,
mm. 115-116.

g tr

4'w

---- 4 ----*-3-4 -
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Trill

Wittgenstein paid special attention to trill technique in his exercise book. He

designed trill exercises up to quadruple trills as previously mentioned, as well as a variety

of trills in polyphonic settings. Though the number of appearances of the trill is limited in

the transcription volume, the trills included exemplify effective performance issues.

It is clear from Wittgenstein's numerous performance explanations that he did not

consider left-hand trilling in the same manner as that done by two hands as having great

chances of success. He devised various ways of producing satisfactory results while

dealing with the matter of trill speed and physical limitation in multiple trills.

For the double trills, Wittgenstein recommended crushing two adjacent notes of

the lower line and performing pianistically effective tremolos. This is bracketed by
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slower groups, at the beginning and the termination, in exact trill notation (Ex. 42). This

method in various forms has been widely used by pianists to increase strength and

brilliance of trills and tremolos, for example in the performance of octave trill passages

for both hands in the first movement of Brahms's Concerto no 1.

Example 42. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, m. 77

For the triple trilling in Mozart Adagio , Wittgenstein suggested an ornamental

cluster, instead of precise execution of trills of three voices. He manipulates the three-

voice effect by crushing main and embellishing notes of all three voices, and only

alternates between four notes of lower voices and two notes of melody (Ex. 43).

Example 43. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, m. 25

36.1

For trills in polyphonic settings, Wittgenstein suggested in his exercise book
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playing three notes in the trilling voice against one in the other voice. This can be applied

to a trill in Mozart's Adagio (Ex. 44a). However, this may be used flexibly according to

the note values of the accompanying voice and tempo of a piece. In a different context,

three-against-two rhythm may be used (Ex. 44b).

Example 44a. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade, m. 54

Example 44b. Wittgenstein, Trill Exercise, no. 4a

See Beethaends C minor Variations

VAR. 9

Trill in tenths is possible in eight major keys (C, E-flat, E, F, F-sharp, G, B-flat,

B) and only in two minor keys: D minor and A minor.10 D minor trill is employed before

the cadential point in Bach-Brahms's Chaconne. Once again placing the thumb on two

adjacent keys facilitates a trill of a large stretch (Ex. 45).

10 Wittgenstein specifically illustrated this in his Trill Exercise no.1 ib, Book 1.
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Example 45. Bach/Brahms/Wittgenstein, Chaconne, m. 256

SI

Pedal

Damper pedal

The role of a damper pedal to hold and connect tones is indispensable for one-

hand piano music.. Even two-hand Baroque music which is quite playable without the aid

of pedal, cannot be performed without, when it is transcribed for one hand. Notes cannot

be held by the fingers alone, and proper legato and sustaining of tones are impossible to

execute when one hand must frequently leap to the different parts of the keyboard.

Wittgenstein realized that the use of the pedal is a crucial element for successful

performance of the left-hand music, and indicated his pedaling where its application is

questioned. Especially, he was more specific at pedal indications in the pieces of Bach,

Haydn, and Mozart. Regarding Wittgenstein's transcription of Bach's keyboard music,

the damper pedal is used as a substitute for what could be done by the fingers alone.

Keyboardists of Bach's day were able to achieve a legato with the fingers only, since they

did not have the concerns of greater key depth, weight, and size that come with the
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modern day piano." The damper pedal is especially necessary to replace the finger pedal

found in the original works. Example 46 shows that the bass notes of long value are to be

held by fingers in its two-hand version: damper pedal replaces the finger pedal to achieve

a similar effect in the left-hand transcriptions. However, for passages where finger

pedaling is still applicable, Wittgenstein specifically marked "senza pedale"(Ex. 47a and

47b).

Example 46. Bach/Wittgenstein, Prelude no. 1 from the WTK vol. I, mm. 1-2

Ah - . A -L-. t K---------------
P L.SW r+
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Example 47a. BachlBrahms/Wittgenstein, Chaconne, mm. 18-20
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Joseph Banowetz, The pianist's Guide to Pedaling (Bloomington, Indiana University Press,
1985), 125.
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Example 47b. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from A-flat Sonata, mm. 1-3

-j---------*------- -

Probably the most essential role of the damper pedal in the one hand piano music

is the connection of the melody played by the thumb (see Ex. 28 again). The thumb

playing melody is very characteristic of left-hand music and this often causes an

unavoidable break in melody that can be rectified by the damper pedal. The pedal also

enables the pianist's hand to move freely across the large area of the piano (Ex. 48). A

large leap is frequently present where melody and accompaniment do not fit within a

hand span, and the pedal is the solution for the dry staccato sound caused by wide and

quick jumps of a hand.

Example 48. Bach/Wittgenstein, "Gigue" from the B-flat Partita, mm. 1-2

rl

Half pedal

Unlike in two-hand piano music, where bass notes can be sustained with fingers
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while the pedal is changed, in one-hand pieces of similar texture, long bass notes can

only be held by pedal. Therefore pianists have to rely much on damper pedal, and greater

care needs to be exercised in its application. One way to carry over the bass, while

keeping the texture clean, is the use of the half pedal or 'partial change'.

Wittgenstein stressed the proper use of the pedal in general, and more particularly

the skillful application of half change of the pedal. The half pedal sustains a bass note

while releasing some dissonance (Ex. 49).

Example 49. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, m. 50

The partial change is used frequently throughout the transcriptions though it has

been only sometimes marked by Wittgenstein himself. In Example 40, the use of the half

pedal on the second beats (see the arrows) makes melodic notes clearer, reducing the blur

with preceding notes. When chords above a bass note change rapidly, though they are not

all dissonant, frequent application of the partial change of pedal is recommended to

reduce excessive blur of sound in mm. 68-69 (Ex. 50). Since longer pedalings are

necessary in one-hand playing, the skillful use of a partial pedaling is crucial.
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Example 50. Schubert/Liszt/Wittgenstein, Du bist die Ruh, mm. 67-70

, yiI

Potential use of the middle pedal

Though good pedaling is one of the major aspects of one-hand playing, it can

easily be less than successful due to the nature of left-hand music textures. Use of the

middle pedal can be a valuable tool to prevent these problems. The sostenuto pedal

(middle pedal) enables pianists to sustain a particular note or notes, without vibrating

unnecessary strings. Since it holds only the notes desired, it is an ideal mechanism to

sustain pedal points while keeping the overall texture clear.

Some applications of the half pedal in Wittgenstein's transcriptions have a similar

purpose to that of the middle pedal. Wittgenstein, however, did not specify the use of the

sostenuto pedal. The middle pedal was relatively new (patented in 1874 by Steinway) and

there were only few written indications for it until well into the twentieth century. 12

Wittgenstein himself might not have been accustomed to it, and even to many pianists of

today it is somewhat unfamiliar tool. However, there is great benefit when Wittgenstein's

'2Ibid, 92.
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indications of the half pedal or unmarked half-pedal spots are replaced by the middle

pedal.

In Example 51 a, both bass notes can be sustained with the middle pedal, while

each eighth note above is damper-pedaled for legato and harmonic change. Such a pedal

point is difficult to maintain when partial changes of pedal alone are applied to each

eighth note to keep the harmony clear. Sustaining a bass note with the middle pedal can

be particularly appropriate in the transcriptions from the Classic period, which call for

textural clarity. Here, the eighth rest on the first beat provides sufficient time to catch the

pedal point. For the same reason, the middle pedal can be applied to Example 5 lb.

However, unlike Example 47a, the middle pedal should be depressed rapidly between E-

flat and G of the first beat, so that melodic flow of the upper part is not interrupted. Same

pedal method is applied in Example 51c.

Example 51 a. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, mm. 9-10
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Example 51b. Haydn/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, mm. 18-19

A. . IN r r( j~j~ rJf'

t~~ir IfIrp

Example 51 c. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, m. 25

tl

In Example 52, the second D-flat from the bottom in dotted half note actually

needs to be sustained for two measures. Even carefully made partial changes of the

damper pedal cannot hold the note effectively, and the desired duration of the note can

only be achieved by the use of the middle pedal. But the problem is that catching the

second D-flat with the middle pedal is impossible without also catching the bottom D-flat

note, unless the bottom note is rolled and released quickly before the second D-flat is

played. Considering that the bottom note has a value of dotted half note, this is

inappropriate as well. A possible solution for this is to roll the two D-flat notes

downward. The second D-flat is held first by the middle pedal, followed by the bottom

note held by the damper pedal with some partial changes. The written note value should
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always a departure points in deciding how the pedal is applied.

Example 52. Wagner/Wittgenstein, "Quintet" from Meistersinger, mm. 14-15

Silent touch

Wittgenstein left specific instructions for employing silent touch: redepressing the

keys so as to raise the damper without the hammers striking the strings. The silent touch

in Wittgenstein's transcriptions is different from that employed for the effect of piano

harmonics. When we want the harmonics of certain notes to sound and envelop other

sonorities, we can press down these notes mutely and catch them with the damper or

middle pedal.13 Liszt's Variation no. 2 in Hexameron (Hexamron, Morceau de Concert.

Grandes Variations de Bravoure sur le Marche des Puritains) provides a fine example for

harmonics (Ex. 53). Here, the widespread chord of interval of twelveth in the bass

involves a complicated technical skills regarding rolling of widespread chord, pedaling,

and silent touch. The middle E-flat is played at first, then A-flat and top E-flat are rolled;

the middle E-flat is held throughout the measure; and the bottom A-flat is silently retaken

and also held to the end of the bar. This creates remarkable harmonics and even with the

13 Gydrgy Sandor, On Piano Playing (New York: Schirmer Books, 1981), 17.
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pedal change on the third beat, the whole note A-flat and E-flat are sustained.' 4 Another

example illustrating this issue of harmonics' 5 is found in Bach-Siloti's Organ Prelude in

G minor, after Szint6's transcription (Ex. 54).

Example 53. Liszt, Hexamd'ron, Variation no. 2, mm. 13-14

Example 54. Bach/Siloti, Organ Prelude in G minor, mm. 2-3

caln - tando

ID

pefrss Silentl#

There are four instances in Wittgenstein's chords that are marked for silent touch

(three of them are illustrated in Ex. 55a,b, and c). The common element in these

examples is that the technique is used to sustain a note that would be otherwise

impossible to hold; some are frequently similar to the function of the middle pedal.

"1This description is based on the performance method by pianist, Adam Wodnicki.

15 A commonly known example for harmonics, "Paganini" in Schumann's Carnaval, op. 9, which
was also chosen by S&indor in his On Piano Playing, is controversial in that many pianists play the last

1 a

i 
P'
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Retaking the tied A-flat in Example 55a mutely allows for the note to be sustained and

the damper pedal, changed, for harmonic shift. An observation can be made here, that

Wittgenstein as an arranger, clearly did not intend the half note A-flat to receive its

complete value, yet he did not adjust the notation. This idea might help to clarify

countless instances of "impossible" notation in the piano literature. Pianists frequently

cannot do exactly as the notation and it is better sometimes without precise execution of

the notation.

Example 55a. HaydnlWittgenstein, "Adagio" from the A-flat Sonata, m. 28

Silet u/C

Silent touch is employed when voice leading requires continuation of a tone

despite the change of pedal or jump of the hand. In Example 55b, the top B-flat is first

accompanied by the notes demanding shorter sound, and therefore cannot be sustained by

the damper pedal. The damper pedal is depressed after the first eighth note had sounded;

the second eighth note is played; the top B-flat is retaken silently; and the damper pedal is

lifted. Example 55c presents yet a different and more challenging situation, as the texture

is thick and the alto voice line is surrounded by three other lines. Since this middle voice

line becomes the secondary melody, which consists of an incessant descending line

chord in ppp, instead of depressing it mutely creating harmonics.
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resolving into the cadence, sustaining of G-flat is suggested (silent touch is on the first

circled G-flat).

Example 55b. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, m. 45

Silent teach
tattdes UEC*1%0kn

Example 55c Wagner/Wittgenstein, "Quintet" from the Meistersinger, mm. 40-41

A* t*nn &tft U* t"sOm
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Though Wittgenstein's indications are found in only four spots, there are some

places where the silent touch is applicable for above-mentioned reason. In Example 40,

B-flat of the third beat of m. 14 cannot be properly tied due to the pedal change on the

first beat of the following measure, and half pedal also is not the solution for this matter.

However, B-flat tie can be made if the B-flat is retaken quickly and held by the pedal

before E-flat on the bass is played.



CHAPTER 4

WITTGENSTEIN'S PERFORMANCE PRACTICE AND STYLE

Performance Practice of Major Pianists of the Early Twentieth Century

Data on the performance practice of the early decades of the twentieth century is

far more accurate than that regarding earlier periods because of the preservation of sound

recordings. Remastering and reissuing in CD format of old recordings and piano rolls of

performances by legendary pianists continues at a strong pace today, making this part of

the tradition widely accessible. Specific piano techniques, interpretations of music, and

even performance idiosyncrasies of the artists are the subject of much discussion.

The time that Wittgenstein was at the prime of his performing career, 1920s-

1950s, partially coincided with the careers of a great number of legendary piano virtuosi.

During this time two basic "schools" of piano playing1 coexisted: pianists following

Lisztian or Romantic tradition, and the pianists of the "modern" school, who focused on

the printed score and its relevant performance practice. The former, among diverse

"schools" of pianists, included pupils of Liszt: Moriz Rosenthal and Emil von Sauer to

name a few who continued their performances into thel940s; and pupils of Leschetitzky:

Ignaz Friedman, Benno Moiseiwitsch, Ignacy Jan Paderewski, Paul Wittgenstein, and

others (except the modern school pianists such as Schnabel and Horszowski). While the

More detailed pianistic "schools" are discussed in Joseph Banowetz, "Arrau, Horowitz, Serkin:

A Walk among Giants," The Piano Quarterly 27, no.107 (1979), 23-30.

67
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modem pianism of the twentieth century had just emerged as a new approach, the

nineteenth-century performance practice tradition had already been accepted for decades;

and when we discuss the characteristic performance style of the time, it is this Romantic

tradition that is mostly referred to. Pupils of Liszt were influential both in the areas of

performance and pedagogy; Chopin's instruction could be acquired directly through his

surviving pupils2 ; and Anton Rubinstein was still heard when some of the pianists were in

their youth. This indicates that Romanticism still was at the core of the early twentieth-

century performance tradition.

In respect to this age's performance practice, it is probably its tendency towards

the free approach to printed text that incites most interest amongst modem audiences.

Pianists took great liberties in tempo, especially rubato, and improvisation. Fluctuations

of tempo within movements were freely employed to reflect the contrasts between

passages of different moods; rhythmic fluctuations are also easily detected on the

recordings of the early twentieth century. Paderewski believed that there is no absolute,

strict rhythm and as the themes change their character in the course of the dramatic

development, rhythm is also subject to change in conformity with that character.

A more specific aspect of rhythmic flexibility--rubato--was one of the most

prominent features of the performance style, and a controversial subject even in the early

twentieth century. One of the most frequently encountered descriptions of rubato is the

rhythmic separation of melody and accompaniment: independent accompaniment keeps

2 Mme. Camille Dubois (1830-1907), Georges Mathias (1826-1910), and Karol Mikuli (1821-
1897) handed down their teacher's tradition and methods.
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strict time while the melody is inflected over it.3 However, by the end of the nineteenth

century, this interpretation was already an old tradition which belonged to Chopin and

Liszt's time, and even further back to eighteenth century.4 And pianists of the new

generation did not always apply strict time in the accompaniment; or, rather, this type of

rubato appeared in a degenerated form of "breaking of hands". Paderewski's playing

incited much controversy in this area; he was considered the great master of rubato

playing, but at the same time, he was often criticized for his erratic and blurred rhythms

and "breaking of hands".5 But this "breaking of hands" was not unique only to

Paderewski's playing although he may have used it to a much greater extent. It was a

frequently employed practice for Romantic pianists in order to delay melodic notes

slightly while left-hand accompaniment precedes.

The Romantic pianists were allowed a greater degree of subjective interpretation;

they would often add notes and improvisational passages. For example, Godowsky

detested negligence in careful learning of the score; however, he also took great pleasure

in altering various aspects of a piece in order to improve its sound quality. He often

altered the harmonization and disposition of voices, removed parallel fifths or octaves, or

added some contrapuntal lines.6 The same was true for the performance of Ferruccio

3 Chopin's description of rubato is viewed by his pupils as the following: "Chopin...often required
simultaneously that the left hand, playing the accompaniment, should remain strict time, while the melodic
line should enjoy freedom of expression with fluctuations of speed," in Jean J. Eigeldinger, Chopin: Pianist
and Teacher as Seen by His Pupils (Cambridge University Press, 1896), 49.

4 A survey of this "contrametric rubato" is done by Sandra P. Rosenblum, "The Uses of Rubato in

Music, Eighteenth to Twentieth Centuries," Performance Practice Review 7 (1994), 33-53.

5 Schonberg, 290.

6 Chasins, 29.
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Busoni, who was considered "modern" amongst the Romantic pianists. He discarded

many superfluous aspects of the romantic style, but would still take liberties of adding or

deleting notes when he thought appropriate. It has to be understood, that this was a

standard, if slowly disappearing, part of performance tradition of the period; many works

were performed in such "enhanced" versions and some were even so published.

Comparison of recordings of Paganini-Liszt's La Campanella by different pianists

clearly reveals the individual styles in performance. The recordings by Busoni, Friedman,

and Josef Lhevinne show that many performance practices of the early twentieth century

involved more than the matter of dynamic, tempo, or rubato. Each recording shows

distinct individualities of the artists varying considerably as to each pianist's freedom of

adding notes, ornaments, improvisational passages, and extra measures. Busoni published

his transcriptions of all of the Liszt's Paganini Etudes; his version of La Campanella,

which conforms to his performance and transcribing style, exemplifies how Busoni

employed great improvisation skill. In the score of his transcription, he doubled a single-

note passage by parallel third, added left-hand part where the right hand plays solo, and

trilled the closing sections. However, his own recording of this piece also shows another

different version: he freely cut some parts extensively when he desired so. Lh6vinne's

recording of Busoni's version clearly illustrates how effectively the piece was

transcribed. Friedman even went further to record his own version of Paganini-Liszt-

Busoni La Campanella.

The above-mentioned aspects of the performance style were what Wittgenstein

was used to; knowledge of the then-accepted tradition makes it easier to understand why
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Wittgenstein disagreed with Ravel about his concerto as described previously. It is in this

context that we can relate Wittgenstein's own performance practice to historical

perspective.

Performance Practice of Wittgenstein on His Recordings

Wittgenstein left two recordings of selections from his transcriptions, and both

were recorded in the 1950s. Table 3 shows all of Wittgenstein's recordings, which

include solo repertoire with his own transcriptions being the majority, as well as

concertos by Ravel and Strauss.

Recordings

Boston Records

(1959), B 412

Orion Records
(1970), ORS 702

TABLE 3

CONTENTS OF WITTGENSTEIN'S RECORDINGS

Concertos Wittgenstein's Others
Own
Transcriptions

Strauss: Parergon Schubert-Liszt: Du Leschet
zur Sinfonia bist die Ruh Andant
Domestica, Boston Bach: "Sicilienne" "Lucia
Records Orchestra, from E-flat Flute Lammei
Eric Simon, Sonata the Left
conductor Mozart: "Adagio"

from Wind Serenade
K.375
Wagner-Liszt:
"Liebestod" from
Tristan and Isolde

Ravel: Concerto in Schubert-Liszt: Max Re
?8 D major, Meeresstille (Calm Roman2

Metropolitan Opera Sea) and Fug
Orchestra, Rudolf Bach-Brahms:
Max. conductor Chaconne

Grammofono 2000
(1994)

Ravel: Concerto in
D major,
Amsterdam

itzky:
e Finale of
di
rmoor "for
-Hand, op.13

Eger:
ze; Prelude
gue
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TABLE 3-Continued.

Recordings Concertos Wittgenstein's Others
Own
Transcriptions

Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Bruno
Walter, conductor

Today we regard recordings of a composer performing his own works as one of

the most valuable sources in respect to an authentic performance practice. Wittgenstein's

recordings of his transcriptions offer great insights into those areas. His treatment of

tempo, rhythm, pedaling, and other matters unique to left-hand performance can be

analyzed and adapted to our performance of his transcriptions, and other left-hand music

as well.

Rhythmic style

Flexibility of tempo

Generalizations about Wittgenstein's performance tempo may not be appropriate

considering the fact that he recorded only 6 pieces out of 27 transcriptions, especially

when five of them are marked moderato or slower tempo (Bach-Brahms's Chaconne

does not have tempo indication). 7 However, it is not unjust to say that Wittgenstein's

overall performance is slow without sounding so all the time. One reason for this is his

use of tempo fluctuation. As mentioned previously, tempo fluctuation in accordance with

7 Bach Sicilienne: Andantino quasi allegretto; Mozart Adagio: Adagio; Schubert-Liszt Du bist die

ruh: Cantabile; Schubert-Liszt Calm Sea: Largo; Wagner-Liszt Liebestod: Molto Moderato.
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the mood of passages was a performance practice of the early twentieth century. For

example, in his performance of Mozart's Adagio, Wittgenstein incorporated slow tempo

(approximately M.M. Quarter note = 47) where musical texture is widespread and leaps

are frequent. But in the following section where a contrasting mood begins with a simpler

texture, he played a faster tempo of M.M. = 62. This illustrates that Wittgenstein's

performance pace was often related to the number of musical events within a beat.

Change of tempo is frequently applied in his performance of Liebestod, where

wide range arpeggiation makes it difficult to perform all the notes in strict tempo. The

opposite alteration of tempo--faster tempo for passages with fewer notes--is also found.

Rhythm

A form of rubato--left hand accompaniment slightly anticipating the right hand

melody--was an accepted practice among pianists in the early decades of the twentieth

century and Wittgenstein's recordings of 1950s still preserved this fashion.

The breaking of a chord or the dislocation of melody and accompaniment is

unavoidable in performance of left-hand music. In order to play widespread texture,

Wittgenstein anticipated bass chord (or note) by half the value of the preceding chord

(Ex. 56).

Ex. 56. Mozart "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, mm. 2-3.

itAAA
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When we listen to such passages without a preconception that those are played

by left hand alone, we can easily relate his performance practice to that of pianists in the

early twentieth century. Despite the fact that rubato was becoming more an old-fashioned

practice by the time when Wittgenstein made his recordings in the 1950s, such treatment

of texture could be still acceptable today considering the historical perspective.

In the preface to his School for the Left Hand, Wittgenstein specified the

insertion of a brief pause in performance (Ex. 57), before an important point or before the

beginning of a new phrase. Other than those indicated, in recordings Wittgenstein

occasionally inserted pauses at points where musical phrases complete themselves. This

achieves an effect similar to putting fermata on the note without interrupting a musical

flow.

Example 57. Bach/Wittgenstein, Sicilienne, m. 32.

However, such a pause becomes more problematic when Wittgenstein added an

extra time on a note that requires a large leap. Frequently when a large leap is necessary,

Wittgenstein did not rush himself to play all the notes in a steady beat, instead he took

extra time for the leap, which resulted in the loss of rhythm. In his recording of Example

58, Wittgenstein sounds like he is playing five sixteenth notes instead of four in a beat.
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Example 58. Wagner/Liszt/Wittgenstein, "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde, m. 33.

This brings us back to the issue of rubato, a subject much discussed in relation to

the piano music. No one seems to argue about that music should not be performed in

absolutely strict time. But to accept Wittgenstein's rhythmic interpretation is viewed from

the perspective of rubato playing, his performance of certain rhythms is rather

overindulgent.

Breaking of chords in relation to voicing

In today's piano playing, generally, the breaking of chords is carried out only

when it is indicated or when a chord is too big for a hand to span. However, pianists of

Wittgenstein's time did not adhere to this strict principle, but, rather, broke chords at their

own discretion.8 The recordings of pianists like Cortot, Friedman, Godowsky, and others

illustrate that the breaking of chords was a common practice. Listening to their

performances, it is not difficult to detect that their practice of breaking chords was deeply

correlated 'with another performance problem: the improvement of the projection of

melodic line as well as secondary lines. For example, in Godowsky's recording of

8 Rachmaninoff, who was considered as a "modem" pianist of the time, frequently rolled chords in
various ways though he was known to have had enormous hands.
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Chopin Nocturne, op. 27, no. 2, a melodic note, F, is played slightly ahead of other notes

of a chord (Ex.59).

Example 59. Chopin Nocturne, op. 27, no. 2, in. 60-61

This type of voicing was frequently employed and also found in Wittgenstein's

playing. It does not matter whether a chord is within the span or not. Wittgenstein

frequently breaks a two-note chord even as small as an interval of a third for the sake of

better voicing. 9 In m. 32 of Bach' Sicilienne (see Ex. 57), Wittgenstein stressed the

melodic note A after the double note trill by marking an accent in the score.

Wittgenstein's recording confirms his intention: he breaks the third and plays the upper

note A slightly later. This technique allowed him to differentiate better the dynamic

balance of tones of different voices. The lower note of the broken chord of such

performance was often treated as an ornamental note. It was a way to easily subdue the

accompaniment while the melody soared.

The most common way to break a chord is to roll the chord upward. As

See the previous note again.
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discussed, Wittgenstein also adopted a system of grouping notes of a rolled chord by two

plus one, or three plus one, for instance (blocked notes marked by square brackets in Ex.

60 indicate Wittgenstein's performance on recording). By isolating a note clearly from

others that are played as a block chord, the projection of the tone can be achieved more

easily than when rolling the chord in sequence. He also gave variety to the performance

where the breaking of chords is inevitable and uniform approach would prove

monotonous.

Example 60. Bach/Brahms/Wittgenstein, Chaconne, m. 2.

There are a number of problematic passages that cannot be effectively

performed, due to the literal nature of the written transcriptions, especially by small-

handed pianists. One of such problems is the execution of parallel tenths (Ex. 61). The

sequence of breaking of the sixteenth-note tenths is difficult to perform in proper tempo,

and even when it is performed in tempo, the result is not very convincing. Wittgenstein's

own solution was to omit some of the lower notes of the tenth partially. Wittgenstein

indicated one such note in the score (in parenthesis), but his recording goes much further

by skipping every other note of the lower voice in m. 68. This enables the melodic voice

to flow naturally and conforms to the idea of stressing the main melodic line.
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Example 61. Mozart/Wittgenstein, "Adagio" from Wind Serenade K. 375, mm. 67-68.

Pedaling

Wittgenstein's playing in the two recordings of the 1950s was reviewed by

Theodore Edel as "the sound is harsh, the pedaling poor."10 Unfortunately, this statement

is not entirely incorrect: notes in a melody are frequently forced; and the pedaling is often

abusive. It is ironic considering the fact that Wittgenstein deplored, in the preface to the

School for the Left Hand, a lack of ideal means to indicate the pedaling he desired." He

did not always follow the pedal indication exactly as written: in many cases he did not

change or release himself.

Wittgenstein tended to use long pedals for sustaining bass notes and often did

not apply partial changes effectively. It seems that he gave priority to holding pedal

points over standard pedal changes with harmonic change. It should be pointed out that it

did not matter whether the bass notes were written with long or short value. In Example

62, Wittgenstein employed a long pedal for the whole measure to hold B pedal point.

' Edel, 33.

" Wittgenstein writes: "However, I wish it had been possible in many instances to include a

phonograph record in order to make the desired effect clearer!" preface.
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Example 62. Wagner/Liszt/Wittgenstein, "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde, m. 22.

- ---- _ I _ 1
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It would not be just to criticize Wittgenstein's overall pedaling when there are

many examples of his insightful and successful pedaling as well. He achieved quite a

remarkable two-hand effect in his performance of Liebestod. In Example 63, due to a

wide leap of the hand a gap is apt to be made either in the bass or the melodic line. If a

pedal is changed in accordance with the bass note, the length of tied notes of the upper

voice will be curtailed, and vice versa. But Wittgenstein succeeded in holding bass pedal

points as well as tied notes of the upper voice by sophisticated pedaling. Even the use of a

long pedal is often successful, when the blend of chords sounds more harmonized owing

to the firm bass.

Example 63. Wagner/Liszt/Wittgenstein, "Liebestod" from Tristan and Isolde, mm. 52-
53.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In the history of piano literature in general, not only that of the left hand alone,

Paul Wittgenstein is a significant figure who commissioned many masterpieces which

include Ravel's Concerto in D. Wittgenstein's own transcriptions, from his three-volume

School for the Left Hand, are unique summary of his experience as a left-hand pianist as

well as a teacher.

Wittgenstein had conservative musical taste and favored brilliant piano writing.

His 27 transcriptions display above-described aspects: mostly they are literal

arrangements of keyboard, chamber, lieder, orchestral, or choral works by Bach, Haydn,

Mozart, Mendelssohn, Grieg, Schumann, Wagner, and others. Instead of simplifying the

musical texture to accommodate left-hand performance, Wittgenstein preserved the

texture of two-hand music, aiming for the simulation of the original music as well as the

display of his ability to overcome the limitations of being a left-hand pianist. To serve

this purpose, Wittgenstein only had to adjust some rhythms, and pedaling; and

occasionally omit a few notes.

The techniques encountered in the transcriptions are not novel from the

perspective of the entire piano literature. However, in their unique context of left-hand

playing, they might be termed as extended techniques where unusual fingering, pedaling,

and other special techniques are required. Performance of left-hand music proves to be

80
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pianistically challenging and it would result in marked improvement of the left hand. It

should also provide clear benefits in two-hand piano music playing in the areas such as:

pedal use, fingering, voicing, and chord breaking, as well as increased ability of

imaginative problem solving. At the same time, Wittgenstein's transcriptions may

provide pianists who only perform with left hands satisfaction of performing music

originally written for two hands.

Left-hand music has proven itself to be a performance medium in its own right

as evidenced by numerous masterpieces, many of which were commissioned by

Wittgenstein. And Wittgenstein's transcriptions, add to the body of the left-hand literature

in a meaningful way and also, as well as his recordings, serve as a valuable source of the

early twentieth-century musical tradition.
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